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• Develop of new technologies 
in the field of oceanography 
monitoring
• Creation of common data 
infrastructure platform
• Development of specific final 
user products
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Data processing system
– Reception of vessel data by 
email
– Data conversion 
– Quality Control
– Control figures. 
– Convert  to output formats 
• netcdf 
• shapefiles  (GIS)


















– Concentrate the programming efforts to data 
conversion, basic QC, and populate the database.
– Facilitate the application both automatic and supervised 
QC (on postgreSQL).
– The use of standard technologies reduce the efforts to 
programming data dissemination
● Data compatible with GIS world
● Facilitate graphical outputs
– Facilitate the integration with other data sources.
– Facilitate the development of interactive resources both 














Predicting Risk and Impact of Harmful Events 
on the Aquaculture Sector 
– Development of HAB prediction weekly 
bulletins 
● Integrate TSG in the bulletins with 
whole the available information. 
– Facilitate the availability of TSG data
● To validate or force the 
oceanographic models.
● To facilitate the data analysis (e.g. 


















– Extend this methodology to the rest of the 
fleet
– Development of a web app to facilitate the 
application of supervised quality control.
– Development of a dedicated web portal to 
visualize and download the TSG data.
– Convert the HAB bulletins (pdf) to web app. 

